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logline
"Some people have the gift of opening certain doors ... that are beyond our
understanding."
Eva looks for some answer to the strange visions that have tormented her for days.
Daniel looks for some evidence that his son is still alive. Mercedes is looking for a
miracle to cure her daughter's illness. K is looking for a way to redeem the guilt on her
shoulders. Leo is looking for a way to find his father ... and Julia is looking to make a
dream come true. Five stories that inevitably intersect on "another island".
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concept / synopsis
Eva is a young woman of German origin who after a traumatic process begins to have
strange visions with dead people. One of those ghosts is called Leo, a boy who has
been missing for several years. Tormented, Eva needs to find some meaning to these
visions and without knowing how, events lead her to the abyss of truth. A search that will
guide you to another island ...
In Another Island, mystery and personal conflicts are combined in equal parts, triangular
stories that propose diﬃcult choices for the characters. Lost characters and on the
fringes of society looking for the abyss of truth in a place that looks like a piece of desert
adrift in the middle of an ocean that crackles inside as is the island of Fuerteventura.
Enigmatic characters who guide the viewer in this psychological thriller and supernatural
drama.
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“There is no other art form that goes beyond ordinary knowledge like cinema does, direct to our emotions, deep into the dark room of the soul …” (Ingmar Bergman)

film development memory
Novilunio Music and Films has been working for years on the feature project Otra isla.
Outstanding in this previous development work, the first version of the script written with the
advice of prestigious professionals from the LEAC 2012/13 development laboratory, visits to
various locations on the islands of Tenerife and Fuerteventura, the realization of a mood- reader
of the project in which we can begin to glimpse the universe, the atmospheres and the
influences that the film has, for the presentation of the project at FCALL 2013 and the first
contact with the attending producers. Then we continue with the writing of the second version of
the script with the co-writer Pablo Fajardo in 2014, the preparation of the first dossier of the
project and the first teaser poster, for the registration of the project in the online market of
Filmarket Hub. The first contacts with the tentative casting; the positive analysis of the script by
Bárbara Cadena (Script Coverage: 7.5), the special mention the project received at the 4th
Pitchbox Madrid and the great reception the project had at the CIIF 2017 international forum
(Tenerife) ... Until that we reach this new starting point, in which we intend to approach a
definitive stage of development of the film that we want to make. For this reason, we support
this memory in some visual elements that we have been creating, to bring them closer to the
atmosphere and the unique points of view that give an idea of the formal and aesthetic path
chosen to tell this film. We recommend that you accompany this reading with the viewing of
the link: video pitch.
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“Places are the most important thing, both in photography and in cinema. In fact, they are the ones that originate the stories” (Win Wenders)

director's notes
Another island is born from the fascination with death, a mysterious and suggestive
concept that ignites the imagination and evokes our fears. But also, due to the
fascination that Fuerteventura (Canary Islands) causes me, a small desert adrift in the
middle of the ocean, with the omnipresent melancholy of a lost paradise. The
juxtaposition of these two worlds oﬀers the perfect setting to create that "limbo" where
the main themes of the film take place: the absence of the father and the journey
towards maturity, seen here through the dark lens of magical realism. That darkness is
present at the start of the film, where the spaces and situations are impregnated with
that darkness that accompanies the characters. The mix of dark and claustrophobic
environments in natural and urban settings gradually submerge themselves in the vital
moments that the characters breathe, marked by loss, on the brink of the existential
abyss. That idea will be present in photography, sets, makeup and costumes; but it will
also be underlined in the direction of actors: looking in the silences and gestures for
each character to express that "emotional backpack" they carry on their backs. All this
enhanced by a visual treatment of short shots and general shots. The film aims to
maintain a subjective, mental aspect, through sound design with a controlled use of
words and sound eﬀects, in which music and noise are sometimes combined.
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“Not filming to illustrate a thesis or to show men or women limited to their external appearance, but to discover the subject matter of which they are made. Reach that heart that is not caught even by
poetry ...” (Robert Bresson)

The film is, above all, the search for a young woman, unable to understand the strange
dreams she has with a boy who disappeared several years ago, who suﬀers from a
deeply disturbing relationship with her own existence.
The film is a sensory journey, an exploration of the mysterious and ambiguous territory
that unites the characters, where the atmosphere and details are as important as the
narrative; and the landscape of the island form the heart of the film. This is a world
where Eva must touch, perceive and understand what she feels in order to advance and
mature ...
"If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change."
An infinite and deserted beach, with imprints printed on the sand ... That was the image
that did not leave me while I wrote the first version of the script. Who owns those prints?
I am fascinated by memory. How decisions and steps we took in the past aﬀect today.
The traces imprinted in the sand of our memory that the passage of time is unable to
erase. The ability of photography to stop time, an instant that refuses to disappear. That
first image endured in the rewriting of the script with Pablo Fajardo. We managed to
transform that first idea into something deeper and more interesting: a crossroads that
inevitably converge on a deserted beach called Cofete (photographs) where the climax
of the film takes place.
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“Los lugares son lo más importante, tanto en fotografía como en cine. De hecho, son los que originan las historias.”
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“Not filming to illustrate a thesis or to show men or women limited to their external appearance, but to discover the subject matter of which they are made. Reach that heart that is not caught even by
poetry ...” (Robert Bresson)

Once the parallelism of this concept is anchored in history, we also focus on the germ of
this film with a tone close to a cult film such as "Paris, Texas" or "Wild Strawberries".
What do two movies "apparently" as disparate as "Paris, Texas" and "The Sixth Sense" have in
common? Tormented men, children who seek, women who find, and mothers who embrace ...
Car rides, uncomfortable truths, funny moments, moments of complicity and moments of
loneliness ... Some recorded memories, some forgotten memories and unspeakable secrets that
lead to unexpected outcomes. And a concept: anagnorisis. The characters discover in the film's
climax another meaning in their lives and the public, another way of seeing the film. (Link: mood
trailer)
The loneliness of the individual, of the erratic path, of redemption through a journey to nowhere,
with no destination or possible goal, but a journey to the depths of the soul. The trip as a trigger
for an internal path towards self-knowledge and acceptance of oneself. Throughout the film, the
characters try to find their true identity. The arid and desolate landscapes of Fuerteventura, full
of light and endless roads surrounded by desert nothingness or infinite white sand beaches with
the aspect of lost paradises ... They lend a harsh beauty and a unique dramatic atmosphere to
the film. That other island becomes the limbo where the characters are.
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“In the cinema, there are moments so concrete that they overflow the screen and suddenly have such unexpected clarity that we hold our breath, straighten in the seats or put our hands to our
mouths...” (Win Wenders)

Use the expressive power of the image, its function as a vehicle to show reality and try to stop
part of it in time to capture the surface of things. Increasing the possibilities of the story to
communicate details and feelings that allow the public in the life and psychology of the
characters.
"This is a movie about who we think we are and who we really are."
As a screenwriter and director I wondered what a movie would be like where everything changes
completely when reaching the third act, the characters have changed, the light has changed, the
space has changed, the way of filming has changed. As if there was an interior island in the film
itself that forces you to stop and discover hidden passageways that connect with another way of
seeing the characters, that allow you to see another world.
Another Island is a psychological thriller with fantastic elements, with a script set between
Tenerife and Fuerteventura, written in Spanish. However, its universal character allows to change
some geographical locations, the nationality of the characters and the language without any iota
of the story being undermined. In this sense, the project has been conceived and developed on
a series of guidelines where factors such as its commercial value and its budgetary viability have
been taken into account. Novilunio Music and Films® has been working on this project for
several years, but now we need to continue addressing development with the necessary
financial support so that we achieve the results that we propose.
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In this sense, after having recent conversations during the Malaga Festival online market,
we have just reached a principle in agreement with the producer REVERSO FILMS to join
as a co-producer company in the development phase of the project we are currently in.
In the coming months we will finalize the writing of the new version of the script more adjusted
to the common parameters of the psychological thriller and we will begin the second phase of
development of the project in the search for European and South American co-production
companies to turn Another Island into an international co-production. With the added value
of the tax advantages of shooting the film in locations in the Canary Islands. At the moment, the
approximate budget of the films is 870,000 euros.

Title: ANOTHER ISLAND
Fiction feature film (105’)
Supernatual Drama / Psychological Thriller
Spain
Target audience: Adult (30 - 70) Male/ Female
References: “The sixth sense” (Shyamalan, 1999) vs “Paris, Texas” (Wenders, 1984)
Production company: NOVILUNIO MUSIC AND FILMS
Co-producing company: REVERSO FILMS
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director and screenwriter
Roberto Chinet is a Canarian filmmaker and audiovisual teacher. Diploma in film directing and
script at CECC, where he concluded his studies with a postgraduate degree in film
postproduction. With an extensive professional career in the audiovisual sector, he has been
able to work with prestigious film directors such as Tom Tyler, Santiago Zannou, Ventura Pons
and Isaki Lacuesta. In addition, he has been a producer of advertising and television programs.
In these years he has created 16 short films, highlighting the titles: “Novilunio” (2009),
“Estrella" (2014) and “El gigante y la sirena” (2017). His workers have obtained more than 200
selections at international festivals and received 23 awards.In 2020 he premieres his seventeenth
short film entitled “Atentado.” As a screenwriter, he has developed several long-film projects,
three dictions and a documentary, receiving various scholarships, grants and aid from public
organizations such as ICAA, the Canary Islands Government, the Community of Madrid and
Cabildo de Tenerife In 2021, he hopes to shoot what will be his "first film" the feature film
"Another Island".
Since 2012, he has combined his film projects with teaching, teaching film, acting and
screenplay courses in dozens of institutes, academies, municipalities and art schools in the
Canary Islands. In 2016, he founded NOVILUNIO MUSIC AND FILMS at the audiovisual
production company and artistic academy.
IMDb
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